Method to Predict Glass Vial Fogging in Lyophilized Drug Products.
Glass fogging is a phenomenon occurring in lyophilized drug products and can be described as a thin product layer deposited on the inner surface of the glass container, in the area not covered by the lyo cake itself. It is often considered a cosmetic defect; however, the loss of container closure integrity is a potential consequence of the fogging's expansion to the vial neck region, making this a potential critical defect. Thus, a method for predicting the extent of vial fogging before the actual freeze-drying is of particular interest for the pharmaceutical industry. For that reason, we evaluated a simple method ("simulated fogging") applicable to drug product formulations in a specific container closure system. Two different vial types with different surface hydrophilicity were tested using 3 model protein formulations, comparing the simulated fogging test and the degree of fogging after actual lyophilization. The simulated fogging method could predict fogging and showed a correlation to fogging in lyophilized drug product glass vials. We observed that all formulations showed fogging in the hydrophilic vials. By contrast, hydrophobic vials prevented fogging, however, interestingly with remaining defects of so-called droplet formation. Other than extent of fogging, no additional differences of lyophilized cake properties or other product quality attributes were observed between products using the different glass vial types tested.